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Mul ple Grammy award winning 
Kelly Clarkson has rocked the 
founda ons and redefined day me 
talk show television with her award‐
winning, high impact “The Kelly 
Clarkson Show” (TKCS). The 
pleasure and the pressures of 
ligh ng this dynamic and ever‐
shi ing environment recorded on 
Universal Studios in LA’s Stage 1, 
has been down to Darren Langer of 
DCLigh ng, a ligh ng design and 
direc on prac ce also based in LA, 
specializing in television and mul ‐
camera environments. Darren has 
relied on several specific Robe 
products throughout series 1 and 2 
of The Kelly Clarkson Show – 
Pointes, BMFL Spots and BMFL 
Blades, PATT 2013s, Spiiders and 
Tetra2s – to ensure that the studios 
and sets have looked fresh and 
invigora ng every me for this truly  
unique talk show format. 
 

Ahead of the first series launched in 
2019, Darren was interviewed by the 
network execu ves together with 
several other ligh ng designer / and 
director candidates, from which he 
was selected. It was a totally new 
client, so he was delighted to get the 
job based on DCLigh ng’s vast and 
rich crea ve por olio of ligh ng 
music and talk show projects over 
the years.  
 
“One challenge with this one was 
the truly mul purpose nature of the 
ligh ng required,” explained Darren. 
It demanded a fine balance of 
musical performance and expression 
juxtaposed with the more structured 
approach of a day me talk show. He 
knew immediately the ligh ng 
design would have to be uber‐
adaptable, and Robe products 
immediately entered his thought 
process.  

With flexibility at the essence of the 
ligh ng, Robe products ensured “we 
had capacity to transform instantly 
from a sharp, animated day me talk 
show set to a sexy a er‐dark 
‘musical dream’ at any point,” says 
Darren ... and switch back 
instantaneously at the push of a 
bu on! 

Kelly Clarkson Show is wrapped in Robe 

PATT 2013™ 
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Season 1’s ligh ng had eight Robe 
BMFL Blades and eight Pointes 
permanently installed, and these 
were augmented with more Robe 
specials, depending on the songs 
and ac on of the day.  
 
Frequently used fixtures included 
PATT 2013s 15 x Spiiders, and 24 x 
Tetra2s, all; supplied, together with 
the rest of the ligh ng equipment, 
by Illumina on Dynamics. 
 
Fixture posi ons varied constantly 
around the studio, but “these Robes  
they were fundamental to each 
show,” said Darren, giving them 
almost infinite op ons to create 
different looks throughout the 
season. The goal was to never 
repeat the same look! Darren picked 
Robe fixtures generally for being  
 

“bright, fast, clean, with fantas c 
color op ons, great flat beam fields 
and for the sheer versa lity.” 
 
He maximized the Pointes in 
par cular as they can do equally 
good wide and narrow beams and 
have an endless array of in‐air 
effects and fast movement perfect 
for floor coloring and texturing, and 
for fast color chases and 
movements. “We’d o en hang them 
and even use as back‐light on the 
ar sts for crea ng moody 
silhoue es and other trick‐of‐light  
gags!”  
 
The Spiiders were another mul ‐
tasker with lots of different beam 
effects and quirky pixel and graphic 
effects possible on the LEDs. They 
were also excellent floor washers,  
 

 
back‐of‐shot eye candy fillers and 
different shapes.  
 
Two RoboSpot systems were an 
invaluable asset to the show, both 
run by Chris Nelson. The BMFL 
FollowSpots being remote 
controlled were posi oned one over 
the audience and one above ‘home 
base’ where Kelly usually sits for 
interviews, allowing pick ups in any 
part of the area that the host or 
guests would generally roam. The 
two base sta ons were located side‐
by‐side backstage enabling Chris to 
easily swap between as needed.  
 
These and all the other lights in the 
studio were controlled via a 
grandMA2 console.  
 
A er the meframe, programming 
was the next most galvanizing task 
throughout the two series for which 
Darren had input from a fantas c 
team over the period comprising 
Andrew Law, Brian Larsh, Brandon 
Dunning, Jeff Handke, Felix Peralta 
and Tyler Glover.  
 
The ligh ng department was also 
controlling a media server that 
dictated most of the screen content, 
so, with the assistance of technical 
manager Eric Feder, they didn’t miss 
a beat! 
 
www.robe.cz 
Photo © Weiss Eubanks, NBCU 
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Film and TV equipment‐rental 
company William F. White 
Interna onal Inc. (WFW) and visual 
effects company Pixomondo (PXO) 
have joined forces to build two new 
LED volumes in Canada.  A new 
virtual produc on studio in Toronto 
opened on August 3, while the 
studio in Vancouver is scheduled to 
be completed this autumn. The new 
Toronto stage, named Stage 6, 
occupies an area of approximately 
16.100 square feet. The ceiling 
consists of four modular and 
dynamic sec ons, each of which can 
move and angle independently, 
providing more flexibility.  
The Stage 6 volumes, as well as the 
upcoming Vancouver stage, was 
designed and built by PXO and WFW 
in close collabora on with their 
technology partners Brompton 
Technology, Epic Games, Lenovo, 
NVIDIA and ROE Visual.  
 
The LED volumes for both studios 
consist of 456 pieces of ROE Visual 
Black Pearl BP2V2 LED panels, and   
 

194 Carbon CB3 panels. Having an 
excellent experience with these LED 
panels in their first studio, choosing 
this type of LED panels was evident 
for PXO.  The ROE Visual LED panels 
offer a very stable solu on, their 
color accuracy contribu ng to an 
outstanding in‐camera performance. 
 
“ROE Visual provides us with high 
quality LED products, and we are 
delighted with the results. Having 
worked with the BP2V2 LED panels 
in our first volume, they perform in 
line with our high expecta ons,” 
states Jonny Slow, CEO of PXO. 
 
 

“We feel proud to work in such 
close collabora on with Pixomondo. 
It’s our pleasure to become the 
preferred choice for this project. 
Following the long‐standing 
rela onship, we are looking forward 
to working together on the future 
projects “, said Frank Montero, 
Managing Director of ROE Visual US.  
 
Under the new arrangement, WFW 
and PXO will co‐rent LED volume 
equipment. 
 
 
roevisual.com 

Pixomondo Studios select ROE Visual for expansion plans 
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On June 24th, Kyle Bell suddenly 
found himself tasked with ligh ng 
shows by the mul ‐pla num band 
Warrant and their fellow metal‐
mashers, the award‐winning 
Firehouse at the iconic Lava 
Can na‐The Colony live music 
venue. “It was a last minute type of 
thing,” said Bell. “I had very li le 

me to program. I did create some 
scenes, but most of the two shows 
were busked. Good thing for me 
that I was a long me fan of both 
bands. That helped with the FX part 
of my show, which was very 
important.”  
 
Familiarity with the two bands 
wasn’t the only thing Bell had  
going for him on that hot summer 
evening. He could also rely on the 
intui ve, user‐friendly features of 
his ChamSys QuickQ 20. “I have 
been working on ChamSys consoles 
since 2012, so I know I can count on 
them,” he said. “For this project, the 
QuickQ 20 was the perfect choice,  

because the FOH 
footprint at this 
venue is very small. 
But aside from being 
the right size, the 
QuickQ 20 had 
features that made 
it easier for me to 
busk.”  
 
Among those features was the 
QuickQ 20’s 9.7‐inch touchscreen. 
“The screen is really good to work 
with,” said Bell. “Besides being a 
good size, it also puts things like 
beam angles, and intensity levels 
right at your finger ps. Bell notes 
that he made good use of the 
console’s Colour Control Sec on to 
vary satura on levels, as intense 
color changes were essen al to 
conveying the hungry, fiery energy 
that both bands bring to the stage 
even a er more than a quarter of a 
century of touring. The QuickQ 20 
was instrumental in helping Bell 
create those parts of the show that  

he did program, even with short 
no ce. “The programming capability 
is definitely a big plus,”  
 
he said. “There were 60 fixtures in 
the rig, and it was very easy to 
patch. Another cool feature was 
that the console allowed me to 
update and save my show very 
quickly.” Bell also credits Lee 
Russell, Lava Can na‐The Colony’s 
produc on manager and Dusty 
Ma son, its sound its sound 
engineer, with contribu ng to his 
experience at the venue.  
 
chamsysusa.com 

ChamSys QuickQ 20 helps Kyle Bell adapt  
for Warrant and Firehouse show 
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Based in the beau ful, ancient, and 
famous city of Dubrovnik, Croa a, 
FiFi Sound is a technical produc on 
and rental company specialising in 
live events which has made a solid 
commitment to inves ng in the best 
brands across all disciplines … 
including Robe for moving lights. 
Founded by Ivica Bušić and Johnny 
Čučević in 2001, both bringing a 
wealth of previous industry 
experience plus some serious 
enthusiasm to the equa on, FiFi 
Sound was always on a mission to 
provide the very best produc on 
equipment and technical services to 
Croa a’s vibrant live events market. 
 
Ligh ng started modestly with 
various generics, dimmers, some 
LED and control, although as 
business grew rapidly, moving lights 
soon followed to ensure they could 
offer clients the most flexible  

op ons and most crea ve looking 
shows. Robe was the choice of brand 
right from the start, and the ini al 
purchases were four ColorSpot and 
four ColorWash 575 AT moving 
lights. They were the first rental 
company in Croa a to purchase 
Robe’s breakthrough LEDWash 600 
product, launched in 2010, a move 
that prompted several others to 
follow  
 
With so many spring and summer 
season Croa an venues opera ng 
outdoors and some being in very 
challenging‐to‐access places and 
spaces, the light weight and low 
power consump on of ligh ng 
fixtures is a big considera on for 
Iviča and the team. He feels that 
Robe has kept ahead of the game 
with these features and has 
con nued to design versa le fixtures 
that are usable almost anywhere.  
 
 

There are currently around 80 x 
Robe fixtures in rental stock 
including Actor 6s, 600E Spots, 
LEDWash 600s, LEDBeam 150s, and 
Pointes as well as a couple of Robe 
haze machines which Johnny is 
always using on his shows!  
 
The LEDBeam 150s were the most 
recent purchase at the end of 2019, 
and they together with the 
LEDWash 600s and Pointes are out 
constantly when the season is full‐
on. Obviously, 2020‐21 has been 
excep onal as the industry has 
grappled with Covid shutdowns and 
travel restric ons, but with the first 
green shoots of business revival on 
the horizon, Iviča and the team are 
posi ve that things will pick back 
up. 
 
 
www.robe.cz 

FiFi Sound invests in more Robe 

left to right: lighting technician, 
Kristijan Rajčvič with co-owners 
and founders Johnny Čučević  
(middle) and Iviča Bušić  
on the right. 
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Companies opening an office in 
Prague simply cannot ignore “The 
Park”. This business complex in  
the south of the Czech capital is 
made up of 12 buildings and eight 
restaurants on an area of around 
120,000 m2 and is home to global 
players such as 3M, Fujitsu, 
Samsung and DHL. In order not  
to leave the impressive glass 
facades of the office 
buildings unused in the 
dark a er work and 
sunset, The Park’s 
operators – the White 
Star Real Estate 
company – chose to 
bring in large‐scale 
architectural ligh ng. 
For the complex 
illumina on job, 
integrators Foxtron  

relied exclusively on Cameo’s ZENIT® 
P130 LSD LED PAR lights.  
 
“For this par cular project, we had 
to find fixtures that not only 
impressed with their high light 
output and excellent colour quality, 
but that were also compact enough 
to fit to the building’s shape, 
including into exis ng recesses,” 

explains Jan Kadlec, 
Managing Director 
of Foxtron. “The 
Cameo ZENIT P130 
meets all these 
requirements.”  
 
Cameo products 
used in The Park:  
170 x Cameo 
ZENIT® P130  
LSD lights 
 

Since the start of the year, a grand 
total of 170 ZENIT P130 LSDs have 
been illumina ng The Park’s 
facades. The project necessitated 
Foxtron installing IP65 floodlights  
in the ground, on the floor, and  
on walls, as well as in The Park’s 
various iron flower tubs.  
“The P130 is a really robust 
spotlight and has so far withstood 
all the rigours of con nuous use 
without any problems whatsoever,” 
says Kadlec. This all bodes well for 
The Park, as the facade ligh ng is 
due to be expanded even further  
in the future. So 170 lights in, and 
this project is s ll a long way from 
being finished! 
 
cameolight.com 
adamhall.com 
Photo © Stanislav Milata / Atelier Mist Foto 

Cameo ZENIT P130 PAR spotlights illuminate  
the facades in Prague’s “The Park” 
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OSA Interna onal, Inc., which 
delivers world‐class entertainment 
technology, event produc on and 
systems integra on, based in 
Chicago, Las Vegas, and Nashville, 
has added a large complement of 
Claypaky Xtylos fixtures to its rental 
inventory.  
 
The first moving head light with a 
laser light source, the compact 
Xtylos is the most dynamic fixture 
on the market.  “Our ligh ng 
division was launched in November 
2019, so everything we have is the 
newest and highest technology,” 
says Mark Fe o, OSA’s Vice 
President, Ligh ng.  “Acquiring the 
Xtylos was the perfect way to build 
our inventory with the latest and 
greatest.” OSA had previously 
purchased Claypaky Mini‐B fixtures 
for the new division.  
 
Fe o believes that, as a beam light, 
the Xtylos will be not only in 
demand for the touring market  
but also for special events and  

entertainment shows at big 
corporate gatherings. “We really like 
how vibrant and punchy the Xytlos is 
when you add color – that’s where 
it’s really strong,” Fe o notes.  
Unlike subtrac ve mixing used with 
discharge lamps, the powerful laser 
engine delivers colored light beams 
as bright as a white light beam. 
 
The first customer for OSA’s Xtylos 
was Hope Church in Las Vegas, which 
needed flashy beam lights for its  

summer youth event, REVIVE 2021.  
OSA’s resident Ligh ng  
 
Designer, Duke Carlisle, designed 
the ligh ng package and specified 
the fixtures. OSA supplied the en re 
ligh ng rig for the show with the 
Xtylos as centerpiece fixtures placed 
on the floor upstage. Since then, the 
Xtylos have also been requested by 
metal band Korn’s Ligh ng Designer 
Thomas Christmann. He asked for 
20 Xtylos for the band’s rig at back‐
to‐back fes val performances on 
July 16 and 17 – first at the 
Upheaval Fes val in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, and then at the Rock Fest 
Wisconsin 2021, held in Cado .  
 
The Xtylos are expected to go out 
on an upcoming summer band tour 
as well. “I think lasers are the next 
step in light sources,” says Fe o, 
“and with the Xtylos in our 
inventory OSA is well posi oned for 
the future.” 
 
claypaky.com 

OSA Interna onal invests in Claypaky Xtylos 
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Magic Light + Sound GmbH (MLS), 
one of Germany‘s leading ligh ng 
rental companies, has invested in 88 
x Robe ESPRITES to facilitate its 
ongoing work in the television 
ligh ng sector. A er an ini al dip in 
March 2020, business has now re‐
built. “Like everyone, immediately 
the pandemic hit and everything 
slowed down,” explained co‐CEO 
Marco Pütz, “but a er a few 
months, the pace picked up again, 
so we re‐scaled to suit the new 
circumstances and have now fully 
re‐opened.” Marco’s grandfather 
Heinz Pütz originally founded the 
company in 1961 to service the 
burgeoning film industry in and 
around Cologne. Marco is now a co‐
CEO together with Thomas Hessling.  
 
Once things stabilized and were 
rolling again, Marco and Thomas 
saw this me as a fantas c  

opportunity to invest in some of 
Robe’s latest LED moving light 
technology. They wanted something 
new to boost their already 
substan al 3000 strong moving light 
inventory, and it had to be an LED 
source. For these, the ESPRITE was 
chosen. “It is properly versa le and 
mul func onal,” commented 
Marco, “one ESPRITE can do the 
work of three different devices – 
effects, general illumina on and key 
ligh ng – and that cked a lot of 
boxes,” he stated. The ESPRITE was 
also the first to feature Robe’s new 
TE (TRANSFERABLE ENGINE) 
technology, meaning that the LED 
light engine can be replaced which is 
a big bonus from any rental 
company perspec ve.  
 
“We wanted a new fixture with lots 
of features,” commented Thomas, 
adding that the ESPRITE’s light  

weight was also a selling point, but 
most importantly, thanks to MLS’s 
history with Robe products, they 
knew they could trust the 
technology during a me when 
making the right investment is 
par cularly cri cal. 
 
With budgets being ghter than 
ever in this Covid era, it is even 
more important to have a product 
that can be maximized, and the 
ESPRITE, which has also become 
hugely popular for ligh ng 
streamed, XR and AR projects during 
this me, is proving a solid choice. 
 
MLS’s ESPRITES have hardly been in 
the warehouse since they were 
delivered in May of this year by 
Robe Germany! 
 
 
www.robe.cz 

MLS makes massive Robe ESPRITE investment 

MLS co-CEOs Thomas Hessling on  
the left and Marco Pütz on the right 
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The official launch of Access Bank 
South Africa, orchestrated by Blue 
Moon Corporate Communica ons, 
was hosted at MGG Produc ons’ 
Studio B in Johannesburg. The 
hybrid event, held on 14 June 2021, 
cap vated audiences with a 
sensa onal showcase of vibrant 
African design, the décor and LED 
screens all aligned to Access Bank’s 
orange, blue and green colour 
pale e. 
 
Cue, Sarah Gill from Blue Moon, 
who has worked with Jacobus 
Janisch Le Roux, Project Manager at 
MGG, for the past twenty years. It’s 
a Sunday morning and she takes a 
few minutes out from the Access 
Bank set up to talk about the launch 
and how events have changed over 
the past fi een months. “I started 
doing small Zoom broadcasts and 
hybrid events as soon as the film 
industry opened up in 2020, and 
we’ve seen a major shi  in even ng 
in the last year. We don’t do events 
anymore; we do television 
broadcasts! It’s a lot less expensive 
for the client but of course, with 
broadcas ng, there’s always that 
distance separa ng the audience  

from the experience, and 
it’s that much more 
difficult to make people 
feel emo onal about 
something they are 
watching passively on a 
screen rather than being 
part of a live event. A 
space like the one MGG 
has created goes a long 
way in helping that. 
Because MGG comes 
from the live produc on 
industry and not broadcast, they 
have that experien al events 
mindset already and an ethos that 
works really well.”  
 
One of the first services MGG offers 
in produc on is a Vectorworks 
rendering, which in this case enables 
Sarah and her client to see the set 
design and make any changes as 
needed. At the end of the day, it 
ensures that what they see is what 
they get. 
 
For the launch, MGG created a fresh‐
looking venue by emptying out 
Studio B, which was formerly home 
to a massive performing stage. 
Prolyte trussing was used to form a  

structure to house a large Absen 
Screen (posi oned in the centre) for 
the backdrop and content, with 
three addi onal strip screens placed 
on either side. Ligh ng designer 
Pierre van Wyk and his assistant, 
Sipho Kekana had a great ligh ng rig 
to work with! Robe fixtures included 
2 BMFL Blades, 9 LEDWash 600, 6 
DL4S Profile, 16 Spikie, 14 CycFX8 
and 8 Pointes. The Claypaky range 
comprised of 6 Scenius Unicos, 4 B‐
EYE K10, 8 B‐EYE K20, 10 Sharpy and 
6 Mythos. Also on the rig were 3 
Showline SL Nitros 510C and a Le 
Maitre MVS Hazer with control via a 
grandmA2 light console and NPU. 
 
mgg.co.za 

Access Bank South Africa launched at MGG’s studios 
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In 2018, Cameo celebrated its debut 
at NicLen GmbH when the ZENIT® 
Series became part of the rental 
park's por olio. Since then, 
Germany's leading dry hire provider 
has achieved numerous successes. 
In addi on to the ZENIT® W600 and 
W300 outdoor wash lights and the 
ba ery‐powered ZENIT® B200, the 
dry hire range now also includes 
OPUS® Series moving heads and  
F Series Fresnels. The OPUS® X 
profile moving heads and the 
OPUS® H5 beam spot wash hybrid 
moving heads are now also available 
in the Dortmund warehouse, and 
are available for a wide range of 

applica ons in 
the live and 
event sectors.  
Alongside the 
OPUS® 
spotlights, 
NicLen now  
also offers  
LED outdoor  

spotlights from the Cameo FLAT 
PRO® Series with 16 mm TV spigots 
based on patented SPIN16® 
technology.  
 
"Cameo’s ligh ng technology 
por olio is becoming more  
versa le year a er year. The 
developers con nue to surprise  
us with innova ve solu ons that 
comprehensively cover the needs of 
our broad customer base," explains 
Jörg Stöppler, who,  together with 
Nico Valasik, manages NicLen GmbH.  
 

Markus 
Jahnel, COO 
of the Adam 
Hall Group, 
adds: "We 
are delighted 
that NicLen, 
one of the 
largest dry 
hire 
providers  
in Europe, 

has relied on our Cameo ligh ng 
solu ons for many years. Over  
the years, our coopera on has 
con nued to grow and has not 
suffered, even during the corona 
virus crisis. We are looking forward 
to seeing what the future brings  
and where we will see the different 
Cameo models in use in the coming 
months." 
 
niclende 
adamhall.com 
cameoloight.com 

Cameo OPUS® X and OPUS® H5 now available at NicLen 
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The largest performance space of 
Brno City Theatre (Městské divadlo 
Brno), The Music Theatre, is a 680‐
seat venue that hosts a programme 
of current musicals and large‐scale 
drama. To maintain its modern 
standards, technical manager, David 
Kachlíř, recently added a Robert 
Juliat SpotMe tracking device to the 
venue’s ligh ng inventory, thereby 
increasing its exis ng complement 
of Robert Juliat products of 3 RJ 
Ginger followspots, Dalis 864 
coloured footlights and a number of 
RJ 600 and 700 series profiles.  
 
The RJ SpotMe device was supplied 
by Prague‐based Prolight s.r.o., 
Robert Juliat’s exclusive distributor 
for the Czech Republic, as part of an 
improvement ini a ve to future‐
proof the Theatre. 
 
Kachlíř chose SpotMe a er a 
request from ar s c director, 
Stanislav Moša, who wished to be 
able to follow actors with backlight 
from upstage ligh ng posi ons. 
“Such posi ons are impossible to  

access with a human operator due  
to the number of moving flybars, 
lights and scenery,” explains Kachlíř, 
“so we decided to bring in SpotMe 
which can be controlled remotely by 
a console operator in conjunc on 
with a followspot operator.” 
 
The SpotMe is used with one of the 
Theatre’s RJ Ginger followspots, and 
rigged on the front‐of‐house balcony 
close to the proscenium arch using a 
specially customised pan head (now 
a standard RJ installa on product). 
From this posi on, Kachlíř, who is 
also ligh ng designer and operator 
for most of The Music Theatre 
shows, can control every parameter 
within the followspot, and all other 
moving head fixtures calibrated with 
SpotMe, directly from the MA2 
console. “It is very easy and quick 
with the MA console – just tap the 
moving heads I want to use to 
follow, ac vate the preset, update 
the cue and that’s it!” he says.  
 
Kachlír first used SpotMe on the 
musical version of Pre y Woman,  

directed by Stanislav Moša. “For this 
produc on we use strong colours 
like concert purples and sharp‐
edged followspot/moving head 
looks to follow the main 
characters,” explains Kachlíř.  
“The show is fast paced, and I have 
a generic ligh ng set up with 70‐80 
moving lights calibrated to SpotMe 
at my disposal. We were able to 
work with SpotMe’s tracking speed 
func on to handle the rapid 
changes of pace, using the Fast 
Standard mode as the op mum 
se ng for smooth movement 
between normal and faster speeds.” 
 
“SpotMe has given us a level of 
crea vity that was just not possible 
before. We can follow anyone, 
anywhere, at any me, with any 
fixture we have linked to it. Our 
long‐term plan is to invest in two 
more SpotMe units for our 
remaining Ginger followspots.” 
 
 
pro‐light.cz 
robertjuliat.com 

Robert Juliat SpotMe for Brno City Theatre 

Pretty Woman 
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Robert Juliat SpotMe installed with an  
RJ Ginger followspot on the balcony of 
Brno City Theatre’s The Music Theatre 

Robert Juliat SpotMe installed with an  
RJ Ginger followspot on the balcony of 
Brno City Theatre’s The Music Theatre 
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Kristof Van Mensel from Belgium‐
based ligh ng and visual design 
company TCF (The Crea ve Factory) 
likes Astera products! He uses them 
extensively – par cularly AX3 
LightDrops – in his projects for 
anything from a live performance to 
fes vals to television studio ligh ng 
work.  
 
The ny AX3s are par cularly useful 
for ‘pop‐up’ scenarios, he explains, 
or for shi ing between mobile 
loca ons. “Two cases of eight AX3 
LightDrops are always in the back of 
my car ‘just in case’ and are 
infinitely useful,” he states. The 
AX3s are ba ery powered and 
wirelessly controlled like all Astera 
products, and with their quality LED 
lightsource and magne c bases, are 
perfect for situa ons where ligh ng 
needs to be impromptu, invisible, or 
fi ed into small and difficult spaces. 
He thinks they look fantas c, 
appreciates the frost filters available 
and the fact that the wireless signal 
has a good reach. 

Kristof is long term 
ligh ng designer 
for the amazing 
Scala & Kolacny 
Brothers women's 
choir, a highly 
visual act that has 
gained worldwide 
recogni on and 
popularity. He 
regularly 
incorporates Astera 
fixtures into their live show designs 
and loves the fact that something as 
small as the AX3 can give the ar st 
such a dynamic a tool to work with.  
 
“I ensconce them in the set and have 
also used AX3s on occasions as 
hand‐held ligh ng effects for the 
ar sts, which is really effec ve and 
drama c to up‐light faces,” Kristof 
comments. Ar sts like Scala & 
Kolacny Brothers are always up for 
experimenta on and trying new 
drama c treatments. “AX3s are 
simply a hugely versa le and 
compact light source.”  
 
 

His associa on with Astera started 
about five years ago when 
Controllux became the Belgian 
distributor and contacted him to 
show the range of products. Now 
they are one of his key inexpensive 
and indispensable crea ve tools. 
“It’s incredible what you can do with 
Astera AX3s or Titan Tubes for a 
band or a music ar st wan ng to 
tour on a limited ligh ng budget,” 
he commented. 
 
 
 
astera‐led.com 

Ge ng The Crea ve Factor with Astera 
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Studio Due Ligh ng fixtures was 
chosen for an efficient and harmonic 
ligh ng of the historical Rue des 
Halles in Tarascon, France. The 
customer’s request to replace the old 
fluorescent light fixtures with LED 
luminaires allowing the use of 
formworks already embedded in the 
floor involved the use of Studio Due 
Archibar Inground customized in 
length. To evenly illuminate the 
interior of the stone arches, a 
combina on of lenses and filters has 
been used from the base  obtaining a 
linear projec on. Thanks to the latest 
genera on 15 Leds, with a 
consump on of just 10W per unit, 
Studio Due have achieved a ligh ng 
perfectly in line with the expecta ons 
of the customer not “pollu ng” the 
surrounding areas. studiodue.com 

Studio Due ligh ng fixtures for an efficient and  
harmonic ligh ng of the historical Rue des Halles 

Bringing together the best produc on‐based 
vendors and resources in the live events 
industry, Rock Li tz is truly a one‐stop‐shop 
for all live produc on needs. The campus is 
located in beau ful Li tz, PA and is renowned 
for its rehearsal facili es. Pod 2 is the 
collabora ve hub of the Rock Li tz Campus, 
with its recently opened Suite 47 featuring 
cu ng‐edge equipment provided by 4Wall 
Entertainment and created in partnership with 
Clair Global, Tait, Atomic, and Aurora Films. 
The high‐spec studio space includes a full xR 
Stage, driven by Brompton 4K Tessera SX40 
processors. Apart from its 465m2 xR Stage, 
Suite 47 boasts a whole range of services and 
capabili es including a Pre‐Viz Suite, Client 
Lounge, Demo/Presenta on space, Audio 
Mix/Directors Suite, as well as live streaming capabili es to bring extended reality produc ons to life. Four 
Brompton Tessera SX40 LED processors and 12 Tessera XD 10G data distribu on units are driving 360 ROE BP2 
2.8mm LED panels used as the walls; 164 ROE BM4 LED panels that make up 5.5m deep floor; and the rest of the 
LED volume which is 5m wide upstage and 15.5m wide downstage. bromptontech.com 

Brompton Technology offers rock solid  
colour control at Rock Li tz’ Suite 47 
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Ligh ng designer Tom Sutherland of 
DX7 Design specified 326 x Robe 
MegaPointes as part of the ligh ng 
rig for the 2021 season of American 
Idol, for which the live shows and 
final were produced by Freemantle 
Media and recorded on Stage 36 of 
CBS Television City in Los Angeles, 
California, USA. The video‐based set 
was fully automated on 37 x moving 
points and hugely dynamic. The 
architecture of the space could be 
drama cally shi ed at the touch of 
a bu on, and Tom’s main challenge 
was to accentuate the overall 
feeling of space and make the 
studio look as big, impressive and 
rock star‐like as possible!  
 
The ligh ng rig was designed at 
maximum width, expanding into the  

roof and right out to each side – 
above what would normally be the 
audience – with transformed the 
venue’s visuality.  
 
The MegaPointes, all supplied by 
Felix Ligh ng together with around 
1300 other fixtures, were rigged in 
eight large trussing pods forming a 
ceiling above the performance area.  
 
Then there were two rows of 
MegaPointes all around the 
perimeter (back and sides) of the 
upstage LED screen in a ‘goal post’ 
configura on. Sixteen MegaPointes 
per side were posi oned behind the 
le  and right band risers onstage, 
with a final row of these workhorse 
moving lights running along the  
front truss. 

Six Robe BMFL Spots on six 
RoboSpot systems were also 
u lized, three for back spots, three 
for fill spots and one posi oned at 
FOH for low‐level spo ng when the 
ceiling pods were in / down. 
 
grandMA2 was the ligh ng control 
pla orm. Tom’s FOH included 
associate designer Hunter Selby and 
media server programmer Sco  
Chmielewski. The gaffer was AJ 
Taylor and the best boy Danny 
Vincent, both working closely with 
ligh ng techs Dom Adamé and  
Brian Karol. 
 
 
 
www.robe.cz 
Photo © Hunter Selby + Jasmine Lesane 

Robe MegaPointes for American Idol 
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Zero 88’s RigSwitch is an ingenious remote controlled and 
synchronised power switching and surge control device 
that is proving to be a reliable, cost‐effec ve, and popular 
solu on for mul ple venues and installa on scenarios 
worldwide. It is a best‐seller even during this challenging 
pandemic period, as consultants, integrators and venue 
specifiers seek to protect vital ligh ng, audio, and AV 
equipment, like moving lights or LED fixtures, and avoid 
nuisance tripping caused by inrush currents on start up. 
Before RigSwitch, ‘power management’ was a department 
largely co‐ordinated by the electrical contractor of a new 
build or technical upgrade/re‐fit project, “but u lising this 
product, can now be in the hands of the specifiers or 
integrators who are designing other elements of the 
technical installa on,” explained Zero 88’s Tyler Holpin, UK 
and Ireland systems and distribu on sales manager for 
entertainment ligh ng. The idea of automa cally introducing a propaga on delay when u lising DMX controllable 
mechanical relays to control inrush current and avoid nuisance tripping is unique to Zero 88. “The key things we 
considered when developing the product was to ensure it was cost‐effec ve and accessible to the widest possible 
range of projects, environments, and customers,” stated Tyler, adding that the idea of using mechanical rather 
than electrical relays addi onally presented a very robust solu on. Designed to work 24/7, this igneous piece of 
industrial engineering avoids elements like burn out. zero88.com 

RigSwitch is a winner for Zero 88 

The Robson Performing Arts Center, a leading 
educa on facility and professional theater complex, 
recently completed a stage ligh ng and control 
upgrade with over 300 LED luminaires and a 
networked control solu on from Vari‐Lite and 
Strand, Signify (Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment 
ligh ng brands. “We wanted LED equipment that 
would give comparable func onality to our previous 
fixtures, along with some added ‘eye candy’ 
elements to enhance our performances,” said 
technical director Pamela Neuok, who turned to 
theatre consultancy Schuler Shook, the original 
theater consultant for the building, to advise on the 
specifica on. The final design and installa on, 
completed by Ba s AVL, features 112 Full Color and 84 Tunable Warm White Strand Leko® LED Profiles, six Vari‐
Lite VLZ PROFILE fixtures, Vari‐Lite SL BAR 660 and 640 fixtures for cycs and drops, plus a wide selec on of 78 
VL800 Series fixtures, including EVENTPAR, PROPAR and EVENTWASH models. For control, the intui ve 
touchscreen interface, scalability and sophis cated LED control of Strand’s NEO Console were considered an ideal 
fit for the needs of both an educa onal environment and a busy performing arts center. The NEO system also 
integrates seamlessly with Strand’s Vision.net controls for house ligh ng management. vari‐lite.com  
signify.com 

Robson Performing Arts Center completes  
state‐of‐the‐art upgrade with Vari‐Lite & Strand 

RigSwitch  
24-channel  
with control  
panels 
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Burbank‐based Volt Lites has 
marked another first with Claypaky 
ligh ng products becoming the first 
company in the US to acquire a 
complement of Claypaky’s 
ReflectXion Moving Mirrors.  
Previously, Volt Lites was the first in 
the country with Claypaky Mini‐B 
ligh ng fixures.  
 
ReflectXion is a next‐genera on, 
compact moving mirror that allows 
users to bend and shape light 
without ever losing it: It redirects 
beams of light from any stage light 
with the same intensity as it 
receives them.  

“ReflectXion is a very unique piece of 
technology; we haven’t seen 
anything like it in a long me,” says 
Harrison Lippman, Co‐founder with 
Ma  Shimamoto of Volt Lites.  “We 
felt that ReflectXion would be a very 
interes ng and crea ve new tool to 
offer our clients. We were impressed 
by ReflectXion’s level of precision 
and accuracy and its speed,” 
Lippman notes.   
 
“We didn’t know how wide an user 
audience ReflectXion would a ract, 
but once some really crea ve people 
got their hands on the unit it’s clear 
that ReflectXion is not just a tool for 
the ligh ng community: The laser 
and special effects communi es are 
excited by it, too.”  

With the coronavirus pandemic not 
many people have had a chance to 
see ReflectXion at trade shows or 
conven ons, Lippman points out.  
So Volt Lites is introducing the unit 
to key ligh ng designers, 
programmers and ligh ng directors 
in all industries through one‐on‐one 
demos. “They’ve only heard about 
ReflectXion or read about it online,” 
he says. “Now they can see it in 
person and understand its 
capabili es. “We’re confident that 
ReflectXion will give users a new 
level of crea vity they haven’t been 
able to offer before.  We’re excited 
to see what kind of use case 
requests will start coming in soon!” 
 
claypaky.com 

Volt Lites is first in the US with  
Claypaky’s ReflectXion moving mirrors 
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ACT Entertainment, the new en ty 
formed by the ACT Ligh ng, 
RapcoHorizon and AC Power 
Distribu on brands, announces the 
appointment of David Johnson to the 
new post of Senior Vice President Sales. 
Johnson is well known for managing the 
Live Design Interna onal (LDI) franchise. “When we rebranded as ACT 
Entertainment, it was clear that we needed strong leadership in the 
sales department to bring all our world‐class sales forces together 
across the organiza on and ensure their con nued success and the 
high level of customer service for which we’re known,” says Ben 
Saltzman, CEO of ACT Entertainment. Johnson says, “I’m beyond 
thrilled to join the team at ACT Entertainment. During my years at LDI, 
I straddled a lot of worlds: ligh ng, audio, projec on and staging. I developed close and las ng rela onships with 
top designers and cri cal thinkers, and I managed a very diverse group of talented individuals across mul ple 
departments. That experience will serve me well in this new role.” As Senior Vice President Sales, Johnson will 
focus on several key areas. “I will support the en re sales team as we integrate the mul ple disciplines of the 
company and iden fy cross‐sales opportuni es,” he explains. “I will also liaise with top ligh ng designers to help 
them realize their crea ve visions and work with the en re ACT family to iden fy and execute long‐term goals in 
order to be er serve the market and grow the business.” actentertainment.com 

David Johnson joins ACT Entertainment in  
new post of Senior Vice President Sales 

We are delighted to inform you that PSNI Global 
Alliance, the global network of premier technology 
integrators and service providers, has recently added 
Lightware Visual Engineering to its elite lineup of 
globally Preferred Vendor Partners. PSNI’s list of 
worldwide PVP partners includes industry leaders in 
audio‐visual and unified communica on technology. 
The goal of our Preferred Vendor Partner program is 
to bring the best technology partners together with 

our Cer fied Solu on Providers to meet the demands of our global customers. As a 
fully global operator, Lightware complements our broad por olio of PVPs perfectly 
with their range of high‐quality switchers and extenders. Lightware boasts the ‘world’s 
largest matrix switcher por olio’ and are me culous in their opera onal standards. 
The company stresses the importance of ‘Customer sa sfac on above all’ and these 
are quali es that dovetail perfectly with PSNI’s own,” said Tom Roberts, Director of 
Vendor Programs for The Alliance. Lightware Inc. President Jason Tirado asserted: 
“Our vision is that new technologies must support people’s lives seamlessly, just like 
air and water. We are proud to join the PSNI network as a globally preferred vendor. 
These are the leading integrators in the world in their respec ve regions. We are now 
posi oned to grow our business with PSNI’s best‐in‐class Cer fied Solu on Providers.” 
lightware.com 

PSNI Global Alliance adds Lightware  
as Preferred Vendor Partner 

Lightware Inc. President  
Jason Tirado 
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Unlimited studios, a produc on and 
rental company based in The 
Netherlands with over 25 years of 
experience, has recently built a 
second virtual produc on studio in 
Rosmalen, out of their 
headquarters, and fi ed with 
professional studio ligh ng.  
 
“The current fixtures we 
have were just that bit 
short of what makes it 
really beau ful, and are 
now also regularly used on 
loca on.” According to 
owner Pascal van Engelen.  
 
Johan Meerman, an 
experienced specialist in 
studio technology, 
organized a test on behalf 
of Unlimited in which the 
PROLIGHTS Ecl Panels were 
put to the test.  
 
“The Ecl Panels provide 
high quality light with 
excellent colour rendering.  

The output and build quality of  
these so lights was also dis nc ve 
compared to the compe on,” 
according to Johan.  
 
“The Prolights Ecl Panels provide 
high‐quality light, with excellent 
colour rendering” said Pascal,  

adding: “Furthermore, there is also 
sufficient availability at fellow rental  
companies for cross‐rental, which is 
why we have chosen to provide 
Studio 2 with the EclPanel TWCJr. 
With Studio 2 we are ready to 
receive our customers in the coming 
months for a live broadcast, 

webinar or online event in a 
COVID‐safe environment”.  
 
Full AVL, Dutch distributor 
for PROLIGHTS, supplied the 
units out of their HQ in 
Tilburg, including all 
necessary accessories such 
as flight cases, barndoors 
and snap bags. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
prolights.it 

Unlimited studios get PROLIGHTS EclPanel TWCJr 
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Conceptualized and produced by Show me Management, with 
the full technical supplied by Gearhouse Splitbeam, Africa Pulse 
– Celebra ng the Ndlovu Youth Choir, is based on the touching 
real‐life story of the choir, who under the direc on of Ralf 
Schmi , reached interna onal fame. Splitbeam pulled out all 
stops, generously supplying an abundance of equipment for the 
show including a grandMA2  control system, Vari‐Lite VLZ and 
VL3000 Spots, Robe ligh ng, Prolyte Trussing, Clearcom 
Freespeak, and a DiGiCo SD7 amongst other gear,  while also 
pulling in top designers wan ng to be part of this very special 
project. “We’ve been figh ng, pre y much like everybody else, 
to survive this pandemic mess we find ourselves in,” said Alistair 
Kilbee, Managing Director from Gearhouse Splitbeam and 
Technical Director for the produc on. “This was the first large 
scale event Splitbeam had worked on, besides working on the 
Phantom of the Opera in Asia during the pandemic, and the first 

me we could get back into a theatre in over a year,” said 
Alistair, “I designed the set out of layered scaffoldings because 
we can access scaff pre y much all over the world. We designed 
it in a way that LED panels could a ach to the structure.” Ligh ng and audio brands were selected that would also 
be readily available in most countries. The produc on basically needs a few external hard drives with the 
Watchout content file; the ligh ng programming; the sound QLab plus the rider, and it can basically be staged 
anywhere on the planet.” www.splitbeam.co.za 

African Pulse is set to tour the world 

Xite Labs was approached by director Mike Carson and The 92 Group 
to assist in the produc on of stunning XR environments for trapsoul 
singer, rapper, and songwriter Bryson Tiller who recently recorded an 
XR concert in Calabasas, California at Xite Labs’ XR stage facility. The 
3D spaces were created using Unreal Engine and Notch. For the shoot, 
the physical studio design comprised three‐sides – including a back 
wall – of LED, an LED floor with rear lights at high angles following the 
back wall curve, plus several front and side filler lights. To support and 
complement any sort of XR/AR performance, it is crucial that ligh ng 
is fully aligned with the environments – which exist only in the 
background – to avoid the subject looking ‘shopped’ on camera. On 
this occasion, the Robe Tetra2s were used for side fills, the T1 Profiles 
and BMFL Blades were rigged in the front and high side ligh ng 
posi ons, while the SuperSpikies were at the back. A grandMA2 
system was used for control, with ligh ng and video cues mecoded 
for perfect synchronicity between the crea ve and narra ve events. 
Ligh ng equipment was supplied by Russ Fraser Films and the 
produc on company was HPLA. Ligh ng director was Mike Robertson 
from Lightswitch who also did the mecode pre‐programming and 
show file setup, and the d3 server operator was Simon Anaya. 
www.robe.cz 

Robe helps celebrate the look for  
Bryson Tiller XR concert 
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The UK’s landmark No ngham 
Castle reopens in June following a 
£30 million refurbishment which 
started in 2018. Part of the new look 
is a stylish Anolis exterior LED 
ligh ng scheme illumina ng all four 
sides of the building, comprising 17 
x Anolis Divine 160 fixtures which 
was designed by Ian Forrow of IJF 
Ligh ng and commissioned by On 
Event Produc on from Castle 
Donnington. Electrical installa on 
and fixtures were supplied by 
Amptron Electrical Services Ltd who 
were the appointed electrical 
contractor for the whole project 
which included the external ligh ng. 
 
On Event Produc on is the technical 
supplier for the local council’s city 
hall building, No ngham Council 
House, and was asked to consult on 
renewing the Castle ligh ng by 
Richard Hamblin. 

Anolis was successful in being 
selected as the ligh ng provider, so 
Alex consulted Simon Gooding from 
Anolis, who both conducted a site 
visit, and this resulted in the 
specifica on of the Divine 160s. 
Each Divine is fi ed with a cowl to 
reduce light spill into the sky and 
surrounding area.  
 
Clever posi oning was needed to 
maximise the coverage offered by 
the 17 x Divine 160s which are all in 
close range to the building. They 
cover its substan al dimensions 
smoothly and evenly, and once 
illuminated it stands out like a 
beacon on the hill from many miles 
away!  
 
The Divine 160s are controlled via a 
Pharos TPC and EXT, and the system 
has a custom touch screen for users 
within the castle that can also be  

remotely accessed by the team at 
On Events without a ending site.  
 
For addi onal flexibility, the Castle 
lights are running via Art‐Net and 
can be connected to an external 
controller e.g., one that might be 
controlling a concert or an event 
show ligh ng system, allowing them 
to be synched. They can also be 
aligned with the nearby Council 
House’s ligh ng scheme for special 
events like New Year’s Eve and the 
city’s annual Light Night.  
 
The default nightly se ng for the 
lights is a slightly warm white, a bit 
of a tungsten touch that blends 
seamlessly with and beau fully 
complements the yellow sandstone 
of the walls. 
 
anolis.eu 
Photo © Louise Stickland 

Anolis Shows No ngham Castle in new light 
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The latest season of South Africa’s Idols contest 
culminated in a spectacular finale broadcast 
live from Pretoria with visuals powered by a 
Hippo zer™ Boreal Media Server. Ligh ng and 
video designer Joshua Cu s of produc on 
design company Visual Fron er was at the helm 
at the finale at the capital’s South African State 
Theatre – the largest theatre complex in the 
country. Each contestant performed in front of 
a large LED screen backdrop, with smaller 
screens rigged around the stage in a horseshoe 
shape. “I enjoy the power of the Boreal,” says 
Cu s. “I find the ease to configure outputs to 
be simple and intui ve. It’s a great system 
offering control and is very simple to use. I was 
amazed at how straigh orward it was to understand,” he con nues. He controlled the Hippo zer Boreal using a 
grandMA2 full‐size, with the Boreal driving a mul tude of LED outputs. “I mostly used the Boreal for the main 
screen, LED set elements and video strips. In that way, I could easily e all the content together,” he says. “I used 
the grandMA2 to control the profile and it’s great and works. I think many people are afraid of the scale of a media 
sever, so it’s quite refreshing when having access to a system that’s simple to control.” With four DVI, DP or HD‐SDI 
outputs, the Hippo zer Boreal was designed with touring in mind. All video outputs are EDID managed with 
dedicated hardware to ensure easy setup and opera on in any environment. greenhippo.com 

Hippo zer pumps powerful visuals for Idols South Africa 

Iconic Russian truck 
brand KAMAZ 
celebrated its 45th 
anniversary with a 
spectacular live show 
staged at its main 
factory in 
Naberezhnye Chelny, 
Tatarstan. When 
Denis Matsuev 
suggested opening 
the event to the 
strains of orchestral suite ‘Time Forward!” by Georgy Sviridov, event director Irina 
Karimova had the idea of a video intro that would combine the movement of trucks 
with the rhythm and mood of the music. So, the event’s crea ve team decided to involve seven of the newest 
KAMAZ‐54901 tractor units in a ‘dance’ rou ne in the snow. This challenged ligh ng designer Artem Sagaidak to 
produce some prac cal and cool illumina ve solu ons for the video shoot … and he reached out for Astera Titan 
Tubes! “I knew I needed to adopt an overall cinema c approach to ligh ng, and also that I required very flexible 
lights with onboard power, long ba ery life and wireless control,” explained Artem. With no Titan Tubes in the 
vicinity and only four day before the shoot, he made a late‐night call to Anton Anufriev from B‐Right, Astera’s 
exclusive Russia and the CIS countries distribu on, and the next day the fixtures were on their way from Moscow 
via rental company C‐light.  Overall, Artem was “hugely impressed” with the Asteras – with the quality of the light, 
the features and the enormous versa lity. astera‐led.com 

Titans for amazing KAMAZ trucks show 
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The official technical supplier of the 
65th edi on of the Eurovision Song 
Contest, Faber Audiovisuals, relied 
on a complement of disguise vx 4, 
gx 2c and 4x4pro media servers to 
power a total of 55 scenes on a 
giant LED video wall and floors, used 
across all 39 compe ng 
performances, the opening 
ceremony, the flag parade and all 
interval acts, such as the impressive 
‘Power of Water’. The six‐week 
produc on period was led by ESC 
Head of Produc on Erwin Rintjema 
and Head of Video Hand 
Cromheecke. 
 
Ben Augenbroe and Steve Ackein, 
ESC Project Managers for Faber 
said: “We chose disguise for 
reliability and stability. Because we 
had to run in full redundancy, 
disguise gave us the right solu on.  

We did not have any 
issue on this complex 
produc on and the 
disguise 24/7 stand‐
by team supported 
us real quick when 
needed. All three live 
broadcasts went and 
looked fantas c!” 
 
A great deal of 
power was needed 
to drive the 52 x 12‐
meter LED video wall at the back of 
the main stage with giant revolving 
doors, and the A‐ and B‐stage LED‐
floors. The system consisted of a 
fully redundant A and B set, each 
containing a dedicated gx 2c director 
server, two vx 4 and two gx 2c 
actors. Addi onally, another gx 2c 
ran Stage Precision so ware to take 
in mo on data from the moving light  

trusses and all other moving 
elements in the venue. A disguise 
4x4pro was connected to the 
ligh ng team’s Capture so ware for 
ligh ng design and visualisa on, 
running in parallel with the video 
pre‐vis. 
 
disguise.one 
Photo © Nathan Reinds / Ralph Larmann 

disguise enabled Faber AV to deliver the most  
technically ambi ous Eurovision Song Contest yet 
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Audico Systems has installed 281 of Ela on 
Professional’s dynamic Fuze Pendant™ LED 
downlights in Finland’s Tampere Hall in what is 
one of the most spectacular house ligh ng 
installa ons in the world. Located 180 
kilometers north of Helsinki, Tampere Hall is 
home to the Tampere Opera and the Tampere 
Philharmonic Orchestra, and is the largest 
concert and congress center in the Nordic 
countries. “The venue required good quality 
white light with high color rendering and also 
highly saturated colors for effects. The fixtures 
also had to be very silent,” explains project 
sales manager at Audico, Tapio Järvinen. “We 
chose the Fuze Pendant because of the good 
light quality (CRI of 90) and the good dimming. It also had enough output to cover the venue and because it is 
fanless it does not make a noise.” Järvinen says that a color‐changing solu on was not necessarily a requirement at 
the beginning of the project but as the jump from general halogen to LED‐based ligh ng was happening anyway, 
the leap wasn’t made any more difficult by adding a color‐mixing op on but instead was a posi ve addi on to the 
system. The ligh ng is controlled via an architectural control system or an automated ligh ng console and runs 
across four universes of DMX control. ela onligh ng.eu    audico.fi 

Audico chooses Ela on for spectacular house  
ligh ng solu on at Finnish concert hall 

Live opera returned to the 
San Francisco Bay area 
with a series of Covid 
guidance compliant 
outdoor performances by 
the San Francisco Opera of 
“The Barber of Seville” 
with an assist from Ela on 
IP‐rated luminaires. With 
Covid restric ons on 
indoor gatherings in place, 
the opera company 
secured the Marin Center Drive‐in in San Rafael, where opera fans 
gathered in their cars to watch the Rossini classic. Resident Ligh ng 
Director for the San Francisco Opera (SFO) is Jus n Par er while JAX 
Messenger, once on staff at SFO, served as ligh ng designer for “The 
Barber” produc on. Messenger says that Barber required a bright moving 
light while the need to adapt to an outdoor venue and the rain‐or‐shine 
performances necessitated the use of weatherproof ligh ng. Ela on’s 50,000‐lumen Proteus Maximus™ fit the bill 
with 56 fixtures working from FOH and over stage trusses, as well as from audience towers where the throw to the 
stage deck was 90 feet. ela onligh ng.eu  

Opera returns to San Francisco area with  
assist from IP‐rated Ela on ligh ng 
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Alezzi Yacht is the only catamaran yacht 
on the Romanian coast dedicated to 
leisure which offers a unique experience 
on the 3 decks. Specially designed to 
offer unique experiences to tourists and 
locals in the Black Sea, the 42‐meter‐
long yacht fits 1000 people on board or 
750 seated. The three‐decker vessel 
was designed to entertain its guests: 
each deck has its own characteris cs: 
the lower deck is the ideal place to 
relax, where guests can enjoy a brunch 
or a drink while admiring the sea views 
through the windows or the panoramic 
floor. The middle deck is the club where you can dance at will, whilst the upper deck is an outdoor club, specially 
designed to enjoy spectacular par es and all that the Black Sea has to offer. The audiovisual integra on was 
designed and installed by Audiovision, a Romanian systems integrator and distributor for PROLIGHTS. “We 
managed to create a complete seaside fes val environment with PROLIGHTS fixtures, crea ng a unique 
experience,” said Vasile Mara, General Manager at Audiovision. “The first deck is equipped with PROLIGHTS' Ruby, 
Ruby FCX and Diamond 7, the second deck with Ruby, Diamond 19, Diamond 7 and Sunrise 2L blinders, while the 
third deck was fi ed the PanoramaIP AirBeam, PanoramaIP WBX and the impressive SunBlast 3000FC”, Vasile 
added. prolights.it 

Alezzi Yacht sails with PROLIGHTS 

Albanian Sound, Ligh ng & Video 
(ASVL) have recently fi ed a TV 
Studio in the region with 
PROLIGHTS equipment. The studio 
hosts shows like “Kosherja”, 
“Soiree” and “Star Style". Among 
several moving lights by 
PROLIGHTS, the studio took twelve 
EclPanel TWCJr plus another dozen 
EclFresnel PTW, twenty‐four 
EclProfile FS, eighty LumiPix 
12UQPRO and several other 
LumiPix pixel fixtures. Florind 
Tenolli, Managing Director for 
ASVL, commented: “We chose the 
EclPanel TWCJr as it is a compact 1x1 LED so  light with an RGB+WW source, and a great CRI value for cameras 
and broadcast environments.” Florind added: “Their ease of use was also a key‐factor in picking these fixtures, 
since this is a very dynamic studio with a fast‐turnaround, so everyone needs to be able to operate the fixtures in a 
ma er of seconds.” Another great addi on to the studio were the EclFresnel PTW fixtures. The LED units are a 
straight replacement of conven onal 1,000W fixtures, with pole‐operated pan and lt, full‐colour emi ers and 
tunable white. The 6‐LED colour mixing allows not only to create fantas c saturated and pastels colours but also 
an extensive white spectrum between 2,800 to 10,000 kelvin. prolights.it 

TV Studio in Albania gets PROLIGHTS 
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A grandMA3 hardware and so ware package was 
the ligh ng control pla orm of choice for The 
Answer Trap, a brand‐new list‐based UK TV quiz 
show for quick thinkers produced by the Objec ve 
Media Group and Mo on Content Group and 
presented by Anita Rani for Channel 4’s day me 
viewing. Recorded at BBC Scotland in Glasgow, the 
buzz and excitement of producing this pacey and 
intelligent new series was added to with a 
fantas c visual mix of ligh ng – designed by 
leading TV ligh ng designer Roger Williams – and 
an eye‐catching set created by Dominic Tol s. 
Roger worked with two talented ligh ng 
programmer/operators – Tom Dyson of TDLX and 
Dan Street of Street Light, and both chose to run 
the show on their own grandMA3 light consoles 
running grandMA3 so ware. Tom took care of the show’s moving and intelligent lights on one grandMA3 light 
including 55 x moving lights from three different brands, plus 40 x LED strips and ba ens which were used for 
intricate set ligh ng. As well as owning a grandMA3 light, Dan has also invested in a grandMA3 compact XT, “a 
fantas c portable console that is spot‐on in rela on to the size change from a light to an XT”. The ligh ng 
equipment was supplied by Richard Mar n Ligh ng. Ambersphere Solu ons Ltd is the exclusive distributor of MA 
Ligh ng in the UK. maligh ng.com 

grandMA3 is the right answer for The Answer Trap 

Ligh ng designer Tristan Szylobryt of Light&Day lit a 
show broadcast on French TV by singer and musician 
Tony Chasseur, who brought a diverse line‐up of special 
guests, and his own dis nc ve blend of La n and 
Caribbean jazz‐funk to the Alhambra Theatre in Paris. 
Working for Zycopolis Produc ons, Tristan mul plexed 
as LD, ligh ng programmer and DoP for the show which 
also had to get in and out of the venue the same day, so 

me was ght, and the pressure was on as he chose to 
work with grandMA3 hardware and so ware for ligh ng 
control. A lot of lights were loaded into the cosy 600 
capacity Alhambra – a combina on of the latest LED 
moving light technology and some classic ‘bulb’ fixtures 
like Jarags and vintage fresnels and other pendants – 
specifically chosen for their retro look. A total of 37 
moving lights were joined by around 35 other intelligent 
fixtures, more than 50 conven onal spotlights plus an array of hanging ‘filament’ LED bulbs. Tristan used his own 
grandMA3 light console for the show, plus a grandMA3 compact XT in backup session. He has three grandMA3 
consoles, this light plus the grandMA3 compact XT and a grandMA3 onPC command wing. U lising grandMA3 
brought many advantages enthused Tristan, the first major one being the integra on of grandMA 3D, the brand’s 
popular 3D visualiza on so ware, into the console, which allowed him to check directly that everything was 
correct during pre‐programming. Ligh ng equipment was supplied by Lampion Mécanique in conjunc on with 
Robe Ligh ng France and En A endant. Axente is MA Ligh ng’s French distributor. maligh ng.com 

grandMA3 jazzes up Tony Chasseur concert broadcast 

Photo ©  Dan Street 

Photo ©  Patrick Savey 
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The San Francisco Opera u lised a 
complement of Ayrton Perseo‐S 
fixtures when it brought opera back 
to town in a COVID‐safe outdoor 
produc on of Rossini’s The Barber 
of Seville at Marin Center in San 
Rafael, California. 
 
“We have staged concerts before in 
Golden Gate Park, but nothing to 
this extent has been produced 
outside in the three years I have 
been with the company,” notes 
Jus n Par er, ligh ng director for 
the San Francisco Opera.  “We 
considered several venues and 
found Marin Center to be the best 
loca on.  So we constructed a stage 
and used the set from a yet‐to‐be‐
produced produc on of Fidelio in a 
new configura on.” Par er says the 
ligh ng team was looking for a 
fixture that offered shu ering, 
gobos, colour and diffusion, which 
was small enough to place inside 
the set.  The lights also had to be  

able to withstand any inclement 
weather during the opera’s run.  
Perseo‐S cked all those boxes.  
 
Par er says that Aaron Hubbard  
with ACT Ligh ng helped steer him 
to Perseo.  “Early on I looked at  
a bunch of lights with them, and 
when I said something smaller was 
required for the produc on, they  
led me to Perseo and were very 
helpful in giving me all the 
informa on I needed.”  Felix Ligh ng 
of Burlingame, California supplied 
the fixtures. “The fixtures had to be 
small and bright – they were the 
 
 

only way to get light underneath  
the set from side light and footlight 
posi ons,” he explains.  “They also 
needed to be rated for outdoor  
use.  As it turned out, we had only 
one really wet day with the rest 
California sunshine and rainbows.” 
 
ayrton.eu 

San Francisco Opera stages The Barber of Seville  
outdoors with Ayrton Perseo‐S fixtures 
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Julien Reux captured all of the quali es of Charlo e 
Lawrence when ligh ng the 20‐year old Teen Vogue 
model turned singer/songwriter in a four‐video 
recording session at Beehive Studios that included her 
na onal TV debut on Jimmy Kimmel Live! and a 
subsequent appearance on The Late Show With 
Steven Colbert. Helping him accomplish this were 28 
CHAUVET Professional STRIKE 1 fixtures supplied by 
PRG. Reux created unique looks by changing color 
schemes for each song. He also set different 
emo onal tones with the warm white light from his 
STRIKE 1 fixtures. For the Kimmel and Colbert videos, 
he used the 230W single source pods to light a scenic 
tree, posi oned between Lawrence at the piano and 
her backup musicians. Playing off against the starry 
night imagery projected on the set’s fabric backdrop, 
the warm glow on and around the tree, created the natural, western look Reux was a er. At the center of the  
two longer music videos were the STRIKE 1 fixtures arranged in  a circle around Lawrence. This configura on 
accentuated the ethereal effect of the singer’s hear elt emo onal performance, while also reflec ng an element 
of glamour. At mes, such as when the stage deck was covered in fog, it created the impression that the star was 
floa ng in air. chauvetprofessional.com 

Julien Reux creates moods for Charlo e Lawrence  
on Jimmy Kimmel and Steve Colbert shows 

Coming up with fresh looks for a 90‐minute concert can be a 
challenge, but imagine doing it for eight straight hours on a 
livestream stage! Blessing Bero, Tatenda Gaylord Rushwaya, 
and the rest of the Events Evolu on team faced this formidable 
task when they worked a noon to 8 pm pay‐for‐view show by 
pla num Epic Records star Benjamin Dube. A legendary South 
African gospel singer, Dube was joined by a large group of other 
performers on stage. This helped the Events Evolu on team 
achieve the diverse looks they were a er. Also contribu on to 
the variety, was a flexible ligh ng rig that included 11 Maverick 
MK2 Spot, four Rogue R2 Spot and four Rogue R2 Wash fixtures, 
plus a Net‐X node from CHAUVET Professional. “We created a 
wide range of backgrounds with our videos and the rainbow of 
colors we were able to get from our ligh ng fixtures matched 
them all,” said Rushwaya, who programmed the show and ran 
the videos, while Bero handled the  ligh ng design. “Color was 
key to keeping things visually fresh and interes ng throughout 
the en re show. The design we went with called for a great 
many bold color mixes.” chauvetprofessional.com 

Events Evolu on and CHAUVET Professional  
serve up 8 straight hours of original looks 
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For the past year, the world has been 
preoccupied with Zoom mee ngs. disguise, 
the technology innovator in extended reality 
(xR) and virtual produc on, has been looking 
at a very different type of zoom. Instead of 
video mee ngs, disguise allows its users to 
zoom in and out of a virtual world on 
camera. disguise’s award‐winning extended 
reality (xR) workflow, released to the general 
public in April 2021 through its new r18 
so ware, includes this groundbreaking new 
feature which extends the virtual scene to 
allow cameras to zoom in and out of each 
scene. With these capabili es, the 
community of disguise users can now build even more exci ng and elaborate scenes than ever before. This is just 
one of the many features of disguise’s xR workflow which allows users to mix the physical and virtual worlds 
together. xR pioneers and disguise partners, XR Studios, were among the first to incorporate the new feature into 
their current workflow and explore its full poten al. Their first project using virtual zoom was with singer Katy 
Perry. “The virtual zoom allowed us to work outside the box because we can now simulate shoo ng in a space that 
is ten mes larger than ours,” says J.T. Rooney, Chief Crea ve Officer at XR Studios. disguise.one 

XR Studios pioneers disguise’s new virtual zoom  
feature for Katy Perry performance 

American retail corpora on 
Walmart relied on the disguise 
extended reality (xR) workflow 
to host two of its most 
important corporate mee ngs 
virtually for the first me this 
year. Walmart needed to 
address a global audience of 
investors in its annual Investor 
Community Mee ng, as well as 
key management personnel in 
its Year Beginning Mee ng, 
remotely. Partnering with 
experien al event company LEO 
Events, Walmart invited Xite 
Labs, a long‐ me disguise crea ve and workflow partner, to deliver a custom‐built stage powered by disguise xR at 
Walmart’s headquarters in Bentonville, Arkansas, to host the two virtual events. Xite Labs Crea ve Director Greg 
Russell and his team spent one month pre‐programming, tes ng cameras, AR func onality and pixel mapping 
content at Xite Labs’ office in Los Angeles, ahead of their trip to Arkansas. Once on site, they were able to build the 
xR stage from the ground up in just one week, ready for the three days of shoo ng. “We an cipated some last‐
minute changes, so we had parameters in disguise for all the 3D text elements, which allowed us to change the 
values of the text quickly,” explains Russell. “All the AR content updates were done remotely through the disguise 
interface. This enabled Xite to work flexibly and handle last minute script changes.” disguise.one 

Walmart’s annual mee ngs go virtual with disguise xR 

Producer: Anders Rahm  

DP/Jib Operator: Pierce Cook 

Media Server Operator: Simon Anaya  

 

 

 

 

Lighting Director: Mike Robertson, Lightswitch  

Notch Artists: Travis Poe, Simon Anaya, Mike Estacio  

Creative/xR Directors: Vello Virkhaus, Greg Russell  

Emile Wolsky - Executive Producer, Content Producer  

Technical Directors: Jeremy Vannix, Simon Anaya  

Production Partners: Evolve Media Group, Lightswitch, Robe, ANC  
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Ligh ng designer to the stars Tom 
Kenny u lized nearly 400 Robe 
moving lights on a spectacular 
ligh ng rig for the debut of Triller 
Fight Club. 
 
Lights were rigged all over the 
structure. With 2000 plus in total, 
they were literally everywhere it 
was physically possible to get a 
fixture, with yet more hung on a 
series of overhead trusses flown 
around the venue. The ligh ng rig 
was supplied by PRG – together 
with the video elements – and 
featured 250 x Robe Pointes, 44 x 
LEDWash 1200s, 41 x Spiider LED 
washes and 20 x Robe BMFL Spots, 
all of which are on his list of 
“Signature” luminaires to assist in 
crea ng the desired environment  

and look. They were picked in each 
case for their outstanding color 
mixing, speed, and brightness.  

 

A grandMA2 system was used for 
ligh ng control, and Tom’s talented 
FOH team on ligh ng included 
regular programmers Mike Appel 
(who also operated), Jess Baker and 
Josh Beard and ligh ng director 
Mark Klopper. The “wonderful” DOP 
was Rick Segal, the two best boys 
were Terry Smith and Rob Russell 
and PRG ligh ng techs Luke Lewis 
and Luke Pritchard were also an 
integral part of the crew. Tim 
Donovan was ligh ng director for 
the Boxing Ring Stage, Tony 
Caporale was the media server 
operator and the account execu ve 
from PRG was Anthony “Looch” 
Ciampa. 
 
www.robe.cz 
Photo © Anthony “Looch” Ciampa 

Robe boxes clever for Triller Fight Club event 
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Leading video technology company, 80six, recently opened 
the doors to its virtual produc on studios in Slough. The 
state‐of‐the‐art VP facility boasts a preconfigured curved 
LED stage, ideal for shoo ng in‐camera VFX. Brompton 
Technology products are part of the studio's high‐end 
technical backbone. Set in an overall area of approximately 
335m2, the Virtual Produc on Stage includes an 18m x 
4.5m high‐resolu on LED volume, built with award‐winning 
ROE Visual Diamond DM 2.6mm for the rear wall and ROE 
Carbon 5.7mm for the LED ceiling, along with movable 
ligh ng dollies. The ROE screens run on Brompton Tessera 
SX40 4K Version 3.1 LED processors. “Brompton’s 3.1 
so ware high frame rate capabili es allow for smooth, fast 
play‐back of content, which is par cularly useful for slow‐
mo on for film, TV and esports,” says Jack James, Director 
at 80six.  
virtualproduc onstudios.com 
bromptontech.com     
 

Brompton Technology provides technical backbone  
for 80six’s new virtual produc on studios 

The first of its kind in France, Virtual 
Produc on Studio‐xR, was created as a 
partnership between PRG and MADO XR.  
The 360‐degree LED facility, which is 
powered by Brompton Technology Tessera 
SX40 4K LED processing, brings the infinite 
power of virtual produc on to any type of 
pre‐recorded or live produc on. The space is 
constructed as a high‐tech LED cave 
featuring ROE Visual LED panels, with 
mul ple Tessera LED processors running the 
en re set‐up. CEO and Co‐Founder of MADO 
XR, Louis De Castro, u lised over 10 years of 
experience working with some of the biggest fashion houses to merge his crea ve industry knowledge with PRG’s 
global reach and technical exper se to create a top notch XR studio. 115m2 of ROE BO2 2.8mm LED panels are 
used for the curved LED back wall; 105m2 of ROE BM4 including the latest genera on ma  covers for the floor; 
and 75m2 of ROE CB5 panels for the ceiling and front wall that create effec ve virtual ligh ng. This powerful set‐
up is complemented by equally impressive processing, with Tessera SX40 LED processors running the complete LED 
cave. The set is constructed to be fully modular, with the LED floor, ceiling and front wall easily moved to suit 
specific produc on requirements. PRG and MADO XR are firm believers that XR is set to become a new tool for 
companies to express their brand iden ty and bring their stories to life. bromptontech.com 

PRG and MADO XR create Virtual Produc on Studio‐xR, 
powered by Brompton Technology 
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The outdoor stage at the 
Avondale Brewing Company was 
smaller than the ones Pigeons 
Playing Ping Pong normally plays 
on, probably not much more 
than 30‐feet in length. But 
adapta on is the order of the 
day as live music gradually 
returns throughout much of the 
USA. Flowing with them on this freewheeling journey was their long me ligh ng designer, Manny Newman. 
Helping him achieve these looks were the 18 CHAUVET Professional Rogue fixtures in the band’s own touring rig. 
He arranged six Rogue R1 Spot fixtures across a 16‐foot truss as part of the ground package, and  hung 12 Rogue 
R1 Wash units on four Global Truss Quick Grids. Working this road package with the house rig, he unleashed a 
stream of looks across the stage’s backdrop that invited imagina on. “Usually during the second set I like to do 
psych looks on the back wall for certain jams,” he said.  “At Avondale, I did this with light and gobos rather that 
video, because I don’t like to shoot media in people’s faces. I want people to create their own mental image of 
what a song means to them. For example: when we play the song ‘Poseidon,’ any normal video guy would 
probably do something with waves or an actual image of Poseidon, but in my case, I don’t want to, because 
Poseidon might mean something completely different to the listener. It may represent something deep in that 
person’s life.” Newman also made liberal use of white during the show, some mes using it to envelop the band in 
a brilliant fan of light. chauvetprofessional.com 

Manny Newman calls on CHAUVET Professional  
for Pigeons Playing Ping Pong live show 

Singer, songwriter, and actress 
Miley Cyrus performed between 
games of the NCAA Men’s 
Division 1 Basketball Tournament 
Final Four, which was aired on 
the CBS network.  Her 
performance paid tribute to 
frontline workers and their 
con nued service and sacrifices 
during the COVID‐19 pandemic. 
Ligh ng Designer O s Howard 
called on over 500 light fixtures 
supplied by 4Wall Entertainment 
in a design that used modern technology to create a dazzling, elevated 1970s Rock & Roll show for the superstar. 
Included in this mix were close to 200 CHAUVET Professional COLORado 2 Solo fixtures. The par style wash units, 
which are fi ed with three 40 W RGBW LEDs, were posi oned directly behind Miley Cyrus along with 44 LED 
panels. Pu ng together this show with smaller crews than usual due to the pandemic, Howard leaned on a 
talented team, asking them to take on mul ple responsibili es. "This was such a collabora ve effort in all aspects 
of the show," said Howard. "Ligh ng Director Michael Appel, Ligh ng Director Stephen Sakowski, and Gaffer Mike 
Grimes were all crucial elements on the team. chauvetprofessional.com 

4Wall Entertainment includes CHAUVET Professional in 
how 

Photo © Kendall McCargo Photo © Kendall McCargo 
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Clever? Yes, but those familiar with 
the award‐winning designer’s ethos 
would know that this is more than a 
wi y quip. There is a perpetual 
restlessness s rring at the heart of 
Mark Devlin’s crea ve spirit that, 
throughout his life, has inspired him 
to seek new forms of ar s c 
expression.  
 
It is this driving force that has taken 
him from working on print ads when 
he was fresh out of college, to 
designing visuals for every major TV 
network and the Disney channel, to 
crea ng stunning video and VFX 
panoramas for an impressive list of 
ar sts that includes Judas Priest, 
KISS, Metallica, Def Leppard, Pitbull, 
Taylor Swi , Heart, Fall Out Boy and 
many more. 
 
Though his inquisi veness is never 
s ll, Devlin invariably begins the 
design process in a relaxed, almost 
medita ve state. Pressure bears no 
good crea ve fruits in his mind. 
Instead he spends hours listening to 
a client’s music (the ul mate driving 
force behind all of his designs), 
allowing it to wash over his 
subconscious as if in a dream.  
 
Emerging from this state, Devlin 
begins the hard work of turning an 
ethereal vision into the tangible 
building blocks of an actual design.  
 

 
In the end, no two results are ever 
the same, since each was 
accomplished, not for its own sake, 
but to be a part of a larger concert 
experience.  
 
Speaking from his Mark Devlin Visual 
Design studio, he discussed the ever‐
expanding crea ve process and le  
us convinced that the best is indeed 
yet to come. 
 
On the Judas Priest Firepower tour, 
you created some menacing images, 
such as those for “Evil Never Dies.” 
How do you get inspired to do 
something like that? Is it a different 
crea ve process than it is for more 
mellow offerings like the gentle pop 
up books you did for James Taylor? 
“For me, it makes no difference 
which genre of music I’m working 
on. When I am trying to come up 
with an idea for a visual, the music 
tells me the solu on. As an ar st, I 
have always been impressed by the 
imagery of my dreams. The colors, 
texture details and concepts are 
always more imagina ve than my 
natural talent could ever conceive.  
 
“My crea ve process always begins 
by relaxing somewhere comfortable 
and while listening to the song over 
and over, in almost a medita ve 
state, un l the music inspires images 
from my subconscious to fill  

 
my day dreams. When I come out  
of the zone, the challenge is in 
discovering how to turn my day 
dreams into a reality on the screen.” 
 
In general terms, you start every 
project off with, what in essence is, 
a blank screen. That must be scary! 
Do you ever procras nate at the 
start of a project? 
”Definitely. I start every project with 
a small panic a ack. ‘I’m doing 
What? For Who?’ OMG! I get so 
excited by some projects that it’s 
hard ge ng started.” 
 
When you start a project, is there 
one design element that you 
always begin with? 
“The music drives everything. The 
color, brightness, speed. I always 
start by breaking the song down. 
Intro, verse one, chorus one1, verse 
2 two, chorus two, bridge/ guitar 
solo, ending. Regardless of the 
project, the structure is always the 
same. Verses one and two are 
similar. The choruses just repeat. 
The end is everything rolled into 
one. When faced with a large, very 
visible project, by breaking the 
concept down into intro, verse, 
chorus and solo, you simplify the 
solu on. This reduces the stress 
that can come with any high profile 
project.” 
 
 
 

 

  Mark Devlin  
  Restless Light 

 
Asked how he’d like to be remembered as a designer, this Los Angles 

based video and VFX content creator didn’t point to any of his singular 

accomplishments, of which there are many; instead he suggested that 

perhaps it would be for some future project not yet started. 
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Does pressure fuel your crea ve 
juices? We ask because on 
Journey’s Eclipse tour, you had to 
re‐render video content in a very 
short me. We understand it was 
about a week. You had to deal with 
a similar situa on on KISS’ Rock 
The Na on tour. Yet, the results in 
both cases were stunning. So, 
what’s the secret for dealing with 

me pressure? 
“Pressure does not fuel crea ve 
juices. Pressure creates anxiety. 
Anxiety creates poor choices. The 
trick to handling pressure is to 
manage your me. In the case of 
the KISS project. I had 14 days to 
create 19 full length videos, plus 
about 40 addi onal short loops. 
 
“That’s 14 days mes 24 hours for 
337 total hours. With five hours 
allo ed for sleep each day, I would 
have seven hours to come up with  
 

a concept, do preproduc on,  
produc on, edi ng, rendering and  
file transferring. By maintaining this 
set schedule we guaranteed a 
successful finish. But things never go 
as planned. On the last day, I had 
been up for three days straight. I had 
one more video to produce and an 
hour‐and‐a‐half to do it.  
 
“I remembered that Paul Stanley 
once told me he liked red. So the last 
video was just full screens of red 
fading up and down to the beat. It 
looked great and we finished loading 
content as the band walked on 
stage.” 
 
VFX has been described as a  
means of manipula ng reality, 
which is precisely what art does. 
You have certainly done this to 
great effect. Yet, your work’s power 
o en stems from its authen city.  

How do you maintain plausibility  
in your designs? 
“The purpose of visual effects is not  
to manipulate reality, but instead to  
make the unbelievable, believable.  
However, as a content designer,  
my job is to visually interpret the 
message of the music, not to create 
something eye‐catching for the 
audience. By focusing on the 
message of the song, the content 
will support the performance. VFX 
should never overpower the 
performance.” 
 
How has the growth of VFX 
changed the role of other forms of 
design, such as ligh ng and scenic? 
“Visual effects have given us the 
ability to combine the real world 
with the CG world seamlessly and 
undetectably. It gives a stage 
designer the ability to augment and 
add depth to the stage. A video  
 

KISS 
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screen is just another light for an LD. 
Many mes I have supplied an LD, 
loops of CGI ligh ng elements and 
let him create his own solu ons.” 
 
From your perspec ve what is the 
key to successful collabora on 
between a ligh ng designer and 
video designer? 
“My experience has been that the 
two have to work together as one, 
or one of them will over power the 
other. Too many video designers 
design like they are the star of the  
show. They get offended if things 
aren’t just the way they want it. 
That never works!  
 
“At the same me, many LD’s don’t 
get the power of video content. 
When the singer sings “JUMP”, and 
one second later the video plays the 
words J‐U‐M‐P, no one is looking at 
the lights. They are asking why the 
video is out of sync. “The last step of 
my crea ve process is always to 
turn my efforts over to the LD and 
let him turn my video into light. The 
results are always impressive.” 
 
A moment ago, we talked about 
your work in reference to art. Are 
there any ar sts from the pre‐tech 
era who you think would have 
exceled at VFX? 
“I have seen what Leonardo da Vinci 
could do with a piece of paper and a 
pencil. I would love to see what he 
could have done with a video 
worksta on, a 2500 CPU render 
farm, unlimited RAM, fluid 
simulators, CGI, a team of 
produc on professionals….  
And of course, an iPhone.” 
 

You started out in print art with a 
degree in graphic design from 
Temple. How and why did you 
make the transi on to what you  
do today? 
“I remember wan ng to be an ar st 
since I was in elementary school. 
But at that age I didn’t really  
 
 

understand what being an ar st 
meant. As I grew older and 
technology moved forward, that 
defini on of what an ar st was, 
changed as well. “In the beginning to 
make money I had to be a graphic 
designer. Graphic design led to 
mo on graphics, which led to 
broadcast design, which led to visual 
effects and direc ng which led to 
being at the right place at the right 

me. Ul mately I was working on a 
project and was completely unaware 
that the guy I was working with was 
Tommy Thayer, guitar player and 
band member of KISS.  
Tommy gave me my first shot and  
I took full advantage of it.” 
 
We know you review all your work 
many mes over on a screen, but do 
your crea ons ever look different to 
you when you actually seem at a 
show with a live audience? 
 
“A er years of working with various 
LED products, you get a general  

understanding of what the 
computer screen will look like on 
LED’s. But my heart skips a beat 
every me I see my work for the 
first me on the screens, with the 
lights, sound and reac on from the 
audience. It literally is my favorite 
sensa on and I feel lucky to be able 
to do what I do.” 
 
What’s the toughest thing  
about your job? 
“My job must be done opening  
night. When the first show is over,  
and everything went great, 
backstage you are a star. You’ve 
said all your good buys to the other 
members of the team, and you 
watch them drive off in the bus to 
begin the tour. That’s when you 
realize, the excitement is over, it’s 
back to reality. Not doing it is the 
hardest part.” 
 
In addi on to your concert work, 
you’ve created a lot of images  
for commercials. Since these  
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commercials are seen on a screen 
rather than live in an arena, does it 
change the types of things you are 
able to do with your designs? 
 
“Good, cheap or fast, pick two. With 
today’s technology and availability 
of resources, good, cheap and fast 
are the only restric ons. They apply 
equally regardless of size, aspect 
ra o or resolu on of the screen.” 
 
Along those lines, concerts are 
invariably videoed now, either 
professionally or with cell phones. 
Does the thought that a concert is 
going to be viewed later on video 
change your approach at all? 
“Concerts bring back memories. 
Visually, for each song, I try to 
create environments that awaken 
those memories. A few years ago  
I started judging my own work by 
the amount of cell phones videoing 
the show. For the folks that are 
recording the show, I have sparked 
those memories.” 
 
How have you stayed busy during 
the pandemic? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“My place is very, very clean and 
organized. Lots of quality family  

me. I’m fat now.“ 
 
It’s been hard watching the divisions 
that have grown in this country. I 
was led to create free2funLA.com, a 
site which provides a wide variety of 
things to do each day in LA, all of 
which are FREE! Spend your me,  
not just your money.  
 
“The idea is that by removing money 
from the equa on, we hope to show 
people ways to focus on family, 
friends and building long‐las ng 
founda ons and personal support 
for all.” 
 
Will the pandemic have any impact, 
short‐term or long‐term, on the  
way concert stages are designed? 
“I don’t think so. In fact, it seems 
that every natural disaster 
demonstrates how efficiently the 
touring industry builds, creates  
and beaks down. This year, much  
of the world learned about Zoom. 
But for years now, my team 
members have all operated  
 

remotely, while remaining fully 
mobile and connected.” 
 
Do you think we will see more 
virtual reality shows that take 
place completely online?“I once 
tried to convince Bruce Dickinson, 
from Iron Maiden, of the  
value of being able to offer a wider 
audience the Iron Maiden 
experience. He explained to me that 
if you wish to experience an Iron 
Maiden concert, buy a f***ing cket 
and come to a Maiden concert, 
because there is nothing else like it. 
I think technology will con nue to 
grow and con nue to redefine what 
live entertainment actually is and 
how we experience it.” 
 
Looking back on your career, are 
there any projects that stand out as 
being the most influen al on your 
development as a designer? 
“Yes definitely. Always my next 
project.” 
 
Your por olio features a very 
diverse body of work, but is there 
one consistent quality that runs 
through all you do? Something that 
defines it as a Mark Devlin work? 
“I hope not. As a designer, I am a 
visual interpreter of another ar st’s 
message. If one could recognize 
work, as my work, then I failed at 
represen ng the message of the 
music. If there is one consistent 
quality that runs through all I do,  
it is diversity.” 
 
How would you like to be 
remembered as a designer? 
“I would like to be most 
remembered for the work  
I’ve yet to do.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tap/Click the link below to see the online version of this story:  
www.chauvetprofessional.com/news/mark‐devlin‐restless‐light/ 

Judas Priest 
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iBar 15™ is a lightweight sta c IP65 
rated 1.000 mm linear bar which 
uses 15 equally spaced new 
genera on of 30% brighter 15W 
RGBW mul chip LEDs for enhanced 
18‐bit smooth colour mixing and 
linear dimming without RGB 
’breakup’ or grey shadows.  
 
A fixed 7.5° but redefinable beam 
angle offers op onal diffusers, now 
with a new system of split filters 
allowing three different beam 
angles per en re iBar and 
genera ng asymmetrical light 
output for use as a high‐quality  
cyc light.  

 
Op onal barn door can trim the 
beam if required.  
 
 
The advanced pixel control based 
driver so ware provides special 
features including a virtual colour 
wheel with pre‐programmed  
colours and a set of true whites  
with CTO Tungsten lamp emula on 
and more.  
 

 
The prac cal and highly readable 
small display provides a menu with 
personality se ngs plus DMX and 
RDM protocols.  
 
The two combined feet / brackets 
can now be easily adjusted by 
sliding them in the profile at the 
back of bar to fit various different 
types of trusses without using any 
tools. 

Tap/Click the link to learn more : www.robe.cz/ibar‐15 
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 Barco UniSee 
 

Barco, a world leader in professional visualisa on and collabora on 
solu ons, introduces the next genera on of its successful high‐
brightness Barco UniSee LCD video wall. This is the last step in the 
full LCD video wall por olio renewal, a er the recent introduc on of 
the new Barco UniSee 500, OverView KVD‐5521C and OverView LVD‐
5521C. This new genera on builds on the unique strengths of Barco 
UniSee and further op mises the state‐of‐the‐art image quality for 
use in a broader range of applica ons. Upda ng the high brightness 
Barco UniSee to the next genera on means another step‐up in 
image quality. With an improved colour performance under wide 
viewing angles and proprietary local dimming technology enhancing 
local contrast (improving contrast with dark backgrounds and 
reducing power consump on), Barco UniSee is suited for use in even 
more applica ons (including control rooms, corporate lobbies, 
television studios, boardrooms and experience centres). Barco’s 
Sense X automa c calibra on technology is further enhanced, fully perfec ng the intra le and full wall uniformity. 
The patented UniSee Mount solu on keeps ensuring precise and uniform seams whatever the size and the age of 
the wall. Introducing the Video wall Management Suite allows resellers and managed service providers to monitor 
and manage the complete installed base from a central loca on. barco.com 

  

                                                Cameo F4 PO IP 
 
Cameo has reached a milestone with the introduc on of the F4 PO IP 
– the F series is complete. Ligh ng technicians, integrators and 
filmmakers now have access to the full range of Cameo Fresnels.  
 Fresnel spotlight with full color LED (luminous flux of 10,000 lm)  
 Infinitely variable color temperature adjustment (1,600‐6,500 K)  
 IP65‐cer fied for permanent outdoor use  
 Pole‐operated for efficient use in different environments            

(TV studios, etc.)  
 Natural color reproduc on (CRI > 90)  
 Con nuous zoom range from 14° to 52°  
 Flicker‐free camera images thanks to selectable pulse width 

modula on frequencies up to 25 kHz  
 Selectable 16‐bit dimmer curves for smooth dimming  
 8‐way barn door and color filter frame included  
 Highly efficient cooling system and silent mode for noise‐free 

opera on.  
All Cameo F‐series models are supplied with an 8‐way barn door and 
filter frame. Op onal accessories include a folding Snapbag® So box 
a achment and the V‐Mount moun ng plate for ba ery opera on 
of the F1 series.  cameolight.com 
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A premium lightweight headset designed for excellent audio quality, 
comfort and ease of use. The CC‐28 premium lightweight headsets feature 
high performance headphones and cardioid dynamic microphones that 
provide high quality audio and modern styling. The CC‐28 headset 
microphones can be turned on and off by moving the microphone boom. 
To turn ON the microphone, pull the boom gently downwards (past the 10 
o’clock/2 o’clock posi on). To turn the microphone OFF, push the boom 
gently upwards (above the 10 o’clock/2 o’clock posi on). 
 
Key Features and Benefits  
 Single closed back, lightweight headset  
 Over‐the‐head design  
 Flexible gooseneck microphone posi oning  
 Leathere e earpad  
 Dynamic microphone  
 100Hz to 14kHz earphone frequency response  
 Boom Rota on ON/OFF switch for quick microphone mu ng  
 Fully serviceable 

 

 
We are excited to announce that the 
latest, more compact product variants  
of the widely successful Taurus UCX 
universal switcher product range are now 
available for shipping. As teams begin  
to return to their offices a er long  
months of lockdowns, confidence in 
mee ng room technology and bio‐security 
is more important than ever before. 
Following the success of the UCX‐4x2‐
HC30 and UCX‐4x2‐HC30D switchers, we 
are excited to release the UCX‐2x1‐HC30 
providing 1x HDMI and 1x USB‐C 
connec ons and the UCX‐2x2‐H30 which 
comes with 2x HDMI connec ons. Both 
solu ons provide a genuine BYOD setup 
for smaller collabora on spaces where 
less connec vity ports are sufficient. 
lightware.com 
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 LumiNode and LumiCore v2.3.0  
 

Luminex has revealed its latest 
LumiNode and LumiCore firmware 
(release v2.3.0) – offering KiNet 
protocol support, Chinese language 
support and advanced networking 
features to both product lines. User 
feedback taught us that AVL 
professionals were looking for a 
solu on that could have full control of 
ligh ng data and without being 
disrupted by unwanted or irrelevant 
data from different network 
stakeholders. However, it was not a 
simple task, especially with a large IT 
network like TV studio’s. A er 
thoroughly analyzing the needs, 
Luminex developed the advanced network configura on features for LumiCore, which offers three scenarios 
allowing network separa on to match your specific use cases, and LumiNode, where the user has the choice 
between two networking scenarios. luminex.be/luminode‐and‐lumicore‐v2‐3‐0‐firmware/ 

  

                                 Studio Due LED CANNON 
 
LED CANNON, thanks to its ultra narrow  
beam and to the powerful led, is suitable to 
illuminate faraway subjects up to a distance  
of 700 meters.  
 
 2.8° ultra narrow op c  
 Compact aluminium die‐cast frame  
 Graduated bezel for precise posi oning  
 Colour finishing: grey  
 Marine Grade treatment  
 
As you can see in the images, LED CANNON is 
posi oned on a promontory about 600 meters 
far from the Village of Civita di Bagnoregio 
with an extraordinary light output. 
 
studiodue.com 
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                               MEGA-LITE LINEBOT Q480 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Create an unforge able show with the Linebot Q480. Powered by 12 40‐Wa  RGBW LEDs, this bot can be used to 
create desired effects for a variety of applica ons. Featuring a broad spectrum of colors, it can produce pastel to 
saturated color combina ons. Combined with the 12 individual pixel mapping control, the Linebot Q480 was 
designed to spread crea vity in linear ligh ng. The high output LEDs can be used to produce aerial effects or 
highlight performers and objects on or off stage. With a 3º to 54º zoom range, the unit offers two zoom sec ons 
for greater control. It gives the incredible ability to create piercing narrow angles that can form a harmonious 
curtain of light effect or wide angle wash. The motorized 210º lt is further enhanced with the 16 bit movement, 
for a seamless lt rota on. It can be grounded or mounted using the included dual quick‐release clamps. The 
removable side alignment guides allow mul ple units to be daisy chained efficiently. Take your show to the next 
level with the Linebot Q480. mega.ligh ng 

 

         Prolyte Mini Flat Roof 
 
The Mini Flat Roofs are versa le structures based on 
standard truss elements and fixed welded corners. They can 
be used as small event stages, FOH structures, or as a 
detached cover for your terrace. The three standard sizes 
(8x6, 6x4 & 4x4) are constructed of H30V mul ‐purpose 
truss elements. The structure stands on specially designed 
steel base sec ons with integrated rigging points. Due to its 
size, you can put the ballast immediately on top of the base. 
It also has the possibility to be used in combina on with 
ground anchors. Different configura ons can be achieved by 
just adding standard truss elements, which makes it easy to 
change the size. All available standard structures are 
calculated according to the latest European regula on for 
temporary structures. Other sizes are available on request. 
prolyte.com 
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 grandMA3 software release 1.5. 
 

MA Ligh ng has now released the grandMA3 so ware 
version 1.5. This release brings many new features and 
func onali es, workflow improvements in different areas  
of programming and addi onal tools especially for the first 
steps into the world of grandMA3 ligh ng control systems.  
It will enrich the overall ligh ng control in many different 
areas, such as installa ons, concert/touring, television and 
architectural applica ons.  
 
The top features of grandMA3 so ware version 1.5 are:  
 Absolute and rela ve values completely separated  
 USB MIDI support for the onPC so ware  
 Agenda  
 Free designable DMX curves  
 Special Values ‐ The real reference for your Defaults  
 New Capture func on  
 Create a snapshot of your look  
 Encoder resolu on per a ribute 
maligh ng.com/grandMA3‐so ware 
 
 

 

Chris e® announced the release of Version 2.5 of Chris e 
Mys que™, an automated camera‐based alignment so ware 
solu on designed to simplify and automate the process of 
warping and blending mul ple projectors into a single, 
seamless canvas. With Version 2.5, Mys que Essen als and 
Pro Venue Edi ons offer two new features to improve overall 
image fidelity and uniformity in blended projector arrays when 
projec ng on a flat or curved surface. For installa ons where 
the projec on surface is dirty, discolored or non‐uniform, 
these visual imperfec ons can get in the way of projec ng  
a great image. Mys que’s new background compensa on 
feature uses a color camera to detect large contrast 
differences on a screen or projec on surface and makes 
automa c adjustments to compensate for surface anomalies 
to provide a more uniform projected image, so the focus  
stays on the projected content, not the background quality. 
Mys que is available in five edi ons, each designed to meet 
the unique needs of different applica ons: Mys que Lite, 
Essen als, Pro Venue, Premium and Large Scale Experience 
Edi ons. chris edigital.com 
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                                      Astera AX9 PowerPAR 
 
Wireless LED ligh ng specialist Astera launches another new 
product – the AX9 PowerPAR. As the name implies, the AX9 is a 
high‐intensity, rock‐solid, all‐purpose everyday LED ligh ng 
fixture with all the advantages of Astera, including ba ery 
opera on, wireless control, and quality engineering. Effec vely it 
is a three‐in‐one solu on. Offering a wireless PAR light source 
that can also be run as a wired PAR for longer‐term installa ons 
and an elegant up‐lighter, with the fixture’s 105 Wa  output 
offering over 3000 Lumens of beau fully homogenised light. 
Being wireless, AX9 can be used anywhere – on set, onstage, in 
the studio or on loca on – and at short no ce, quickly deployed 
as and when needed. Wireless DMX is available u lising 
LumenRadio’s CRMX technology, and for wired op ons, there is a 
choice of Powercon and XLR connectors on the rear. The AX9 unit 
can connect to a smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth and can then 
act as a transmi er, sending the radio signal to other Astera 
fixtures. The standard 13‐degree beam angle can be modified 
with the addi on of two filters, a 32‐degree flood filter and a 17 x 
46‐degree ellip cal wall‐wash filter. The AX9 is IP65 rated for 
outdoor use and combines beau fully with any / all other Astera products.  
astera‐led.com 

 

         AMX PR-WP-412 / UVC1-4K 
 
HARMAN Professional Solu ons introduces six new 
products that transform today’s mee ng and lecture 
spaces u lizing so ware‐based conferencing pla orms 
like Zoom and Teams as well as meet many capture, 
switching or window processing needs. The debut 
includes four new Precis PR‐Series matrix switchers 
suppor ng up to eight sources and eight outputs, the 
new Precis PR‐WP‐412 windowing processor to 
dynamically window up to four sources, and the new 
UVC1‐4K HDMI to USB 3.0 capture device. The new 
AMX PR‐WP‐412 is both versa le and cost effec ve by 
combining a 4x1+1 windowing and a 4x2 seamless 
matrix switcher in a single, compact unit. Collabora on 
in mee ngs and distance learning can be enhanced 
and amplified with included technologies like truly 
seamless switching, class‐leading 4K60 4:4:4 video quality, integrated audio breakaway, an open control API, and a 
simple‐to‐use web interface. The new UVC1‐4K capture device solves the immediate issue of PCs that lack HDMI or 
other video inputs. The UVC1‐4K seamlessly delivers content from video cameras, document cameras or other 
HDMI sources into so ware‐based conferencing and streaming applica ons via the computer’s USB port. Features 
include 4K60 4:4:4 video input, HDMI and separate analog audio input, standard UVC interface and control, and 
USB 3.0 output up to 3840x2160p@30fps. pro.harman.com 
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